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Abstract This paper presents a genre-specific modeling
strategy capable of improving the task of content based video
classification and the speed of data retrieval operations. With
the ever increasing growth of video data it is important to
classify video shots into groups based on its content. For that
reason, it is of primary concern to design systems that could
automatically classify videos into different genres based on
its content. We consider the genre recognition task as a clas-
sification problem. We use support vector machines to per-
form the classification task and propose an improved video
classification method. The experimental results show that
genre-specific modeling of features can significantly improve
the performance. Results have been compared with two con-
temporary works on video classification, to demonstrate the
superiority of our proposed framework.

Keywords Content-based video classification ·
Genre-specific modeling · Visual feature · Shape ·
Texture · Kinematics

1 Introduction

There is a rapid growth of the amount of multimedia data that
is obtained from real-world multimedia sharing websites like
Google video, Yahoo videos, Youtube, etc. Moreover, easy
availability of video capturing devices (camcorders, smart
phones) has also increased the production of video data by
a significant amount. To search videos from a database, a
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straight forward approach is to perform a linear search, which
takes a lot of time. It is important to categorize these huge
amount of videos into different genres so that end users can
search, choose or verify a desired video based on its content.
The work presented in this paper aims at automating the task
of content based classification of pre-segmented video shots
into various genres, to bring down the retrieval time.

We have developed a genre-specific feature modeling
strategy to address this automatic classification problem.
Specifically, our system was designed to categorize videos
into different genres [24], and facilitates fast retrieval of video
shots. Although experiments reported in this paper only cov-
ers a few video genres, the system can be scaled up to handle
other categories also. It has been found that features spe-
cific to a particular genre are sometimes more discrimina-
tive than other features, and if used judiciously, may lead to
a robust classification framework. Using different combina-
tion of intrinsic low-level features can boost the performance
of the classification task and thereby retrieval of video shots.
Hence the appropriate representation of the potential infor-
mation in the related features is crucial for video-content
understanding. Though in some cases the audio or metadata
can provide additional distinguishing information, they are
either not readily available or can be confusing at times.
Hence their utility is still limited. Therefore, in this paper,
we only consider the visual information for the classification
of various genres of video shots.

Recently, researchers have proposed techniques [11,30,
31] for automatic video genre classifications. However, all
these required a sufficient amount of metadata for satisfac-
tory performance. In case of a content-based approach one
do not have to worry about the manual tagging of video
shots. Automatic content extraction will help in identifi-
cation of genre-specific characteristics of video shots for
proper categorization. Researchers have used low-level and
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high-level, task-specific [13,15] features, as well as a com-
bination of them for content-based classification of video
shots. In another approach [27] semantic aspects of a video
genre, such as editing, motion and color distribution has been
used as features and the decision tree algorithm was used to
build the classifier. In [19] motion pattern (block motion esti-
mation algorithm) from the compressed domain features has
been used for video classification and retrieval. Support vec-
tor machines (SVM) have been used for sports video clas-
sification in [25]. Techniques for extraction of cuts, fades,
motion, etc, lighting conditions of videos have been used in
[22] for film classification. In [18] an automatic technique
has been reported for sports video classification using shots
length, facial close up shots, texture of human face as fea-
tures. Very recently, in [29] genre-specific concept models
were used for semantic video indexing. In [14] techniques
for domain specific features for effective shot classification
techniques are discussed. Researchers have also looked into
the possibilities of exploiting features from multiple modal-
ity, viz. visual, audio, texts present in a video shot for video
genre classification. In [3] both audio and text-based features
are used for tagging and retrieving video shots. Video genres
are identified using only audio information from TV shows in
[26]. A novel method to identify the violent videos only with
audio features is introduced in [17]. Very recently, in [16]
SIFT features are extracted from the video and a BOVW
(Bag of Visual words) approach has been used with SVM for
video concept detection.

In our approach, we have adapted a genre-specific model-
ing of visual feature for video shot classification. Detection
of shot boundary from a video stream is still an active area of
research. Nevertheless, performance of video shot segmen-
tation is not always satisfactory. This acts as a bottleneck for
the performance of effective video classification task. Since
the primary focus of this work is to find proper visual fea-
tures for content based video classification, we have adapted
a hierarchical approach to classify videos into different gen-
res. To support our work we have organized our database into
a dendogram (see Fig. 1), where each parent node represents
a generalized class of its children. This type of database orga-
nization is important for a successful classification task. We
have exploited the fact that video shots belonging to differ-
ent genres manifest different discriminatory characteristics
when compared to other genres and also different categories
within that particular genre. For example, human beings and
vehicles can be distinguished based on the shape character-
istics. However, while trying to differentiate between human
motion activities like running and walking, kinematic fea-
tures are more relevant. Again, cartoon shots contain visual
areas with high quality stock and seamless texture, and domi-
nance of a particular set of colors. On the other hand, as com-
pared to this a natural video contains varying, non-uniform
textures and a relatively uniform distribution of colors in

Fig. 1 Different categories of video shots

general. This motivates us to perform a genre-specific mod-
eling of features, in which different models are trained with
different features. Rational behind this approach is to cap-
ture the genre-specific semantics of different video shots. As
compared to two recent works [14] and [31], our framework
shows superior classification accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect.
2, we give a brief account of the proposed methodology for
content-based video categorization. In Sect. 3, we describe
different categories of features used for the classification
task. Video content modeling and classification strategies are
discussed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we describe the experimen-
tal results and provide comparative study with two existing
works in literature. In Sect. 6, we provide a detailed explana-
tion as to how the retrieval time of our system is significantly
less as compared to a linear search system or systems which
perform redundant feature computation. Finally, we provide
conclusions in Sect. 7 and also suggest some ideas for future
research in this area.

2 Brief description of the proposed method

Only limited groups of heterogeneous features distinguish
certain semantics from others. Visual features constitute
important cues to the human perception system so as to
extract salient information from a video shot. The main
focus of our system is to exploit the visual (both spatial and
temporal) features present in a video shot and use it to catego-
rize them into different genres based on their content. This
categorization helps us in efficient retrieval of video shots
from the database (gallery of video shots). This has been
explained in Sect. 6. Figure 2 depicts the overall framework
of our proposed method.

Usually video streams contains multiple events within it.
All the frames within a single camera action are called a shot.
Researchers have devoted considerable amount of effort to
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Fig. 2 Overall framework for proposed method

segment videos into shots. For example, suppose a person
is driving a car and this situation has been filmed in such
a way that the camera always follows the car. After some
time the car stops and the man opens the door and comes
out of the car and goes away. The camera stops as the car
stops and then follows the person. The collection of frames
that contains only the car constitutes a video shot where the
object of interest is the car. Afterwards, the attention shifts
to the person and that becomes another shot. In literature the
term shot and scene has been used interchangeably. Since
our work is concentrated on classification of video shots, we
assume that videos of longer duration are already segmented
into shots of relatively small duration (approx. 5–10 s). This
assumption is very much pertinent because of the fact that an
user essentially searches for a particular event from a gallery
of video shots. Therefore, grouping videos at the shot level
will give improved performance at the time of search, as
compared to grouping the actual video stream.

In our proposed framework, we have selected features
which are best suited for classifying between two given gen-
res of videos and trained SVM [7] for classification pur-
pose using those features. We have adopted a hierarchical
approach to classify the video shots into different genres
based on their content. At first we categorize the video shots
into coarser groups (e.g., real world vs. cartoon). Later, at
a lower level of hierarchy we classify them into finer cat-
egories (e.g., videos of vehicle category are further classi-
fied into videos containing car or bikes, etc). To perform
this task we have arranged our database into a hierarchical
structure (dendogram). A parent node in this tree denotes a
super-category and child nodes depicts the sub-categories. In
this work we have used SVM as classifiers due to its strong
theoretical basis and generalization properties. Section 4 dis-
cusses more on the classifier organization. As discussed ear-
lier, we have focused only on the visual features (both spatial
and temporal) for the classification task. We have empiri-
cally determined the feature(s), which have shown enough

discriminatory properties between two classes and used them
to train our classifiers. We have compared our result with
a very recent work on video categorization [14] and got an
improved result in terms of classification accuracy. Next sec-
tion describes the features used for classification in details.

3 Feature extraction

Features used for describing the content play a pivotal role
in the overall success of any classification task. In this paper
we have focused only on the visual features, both spatial
(color, texture, shape) and temporal (motion kinematics) for
the classification task. Following subsections describe the
features used in our framework and their significance.

3.1 Spatial feature descriptors

We used three different low-level spatial features, which rep-
resent color, shape of the segmented foreground object and
texture information in the video. Following subsections give
details of the feature computation process.

3.1.1 Color descriptor

Usually the color images are converted to gray scale for com-
putational reasons and also interest in the intensity values of
the pixels in the given image. In case of recognition based
on other contexts such as shape or texture, color information
is not needed. We have used color video frames for process-
ing and computed Color Layout Descriptor (CLD), which
is standardized as a color descriptor in MPEG-7 [20]. Since
color is not uniform over the images, we have transformed
the images to other color spaces. The images are converted
from RGB color space to YCbCr color spaces, so that vari-
ance in color becomes observable. We have also converted
the video key frame into HSV color space and computed
the average hue (Havg) and the maximum saturation (Smax)
level as a feature. The value of Smax is used as one of the
feature to distinguish natural scenes from cartoons, which
has more saturation. Moreover, cartoons usually have more
pixels belonging to a particular intensity. To capture that we
compute the percentage of pixels (IP ) above a particular pre-
defined intensity threshold (Ith). For our experiments we have
empirically determined the value of Ith to be 0.45.

3.1.2 Shape descriptor

Studies [5] have shown that shape is an important cue to the
human perception system for object recognition. The per-
ceptual recognition of objects in a video shot is conceptual-
ized to be a process in which the input frame is segmented
into regions (foreground blobs) and then the shape, motion
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(a) Foreground blob 
in frame 1

(b) Foreground blob 
in frame 50

(c) Foreground blob 
in median frame

(e) Representative Shape(d) Foreground blob 
in last frame

Fig. 3 Representative shape for a cycle video

characteristics are extracted by tracking the foreground blob
for content analysis. In [10] only the foreground blob of the
median frame has been taken as the representative shape for
the entire video. But, this technique falls short in cases where
extracted foreground blobs appear similar for two entirely
different video shots (mostly due to pose change). To com-
pensate for this drawback we compute a representative shape
from all the frames instead of only the median frame. At first
foreground blobs are extracted from the videos using the
technique reported in [2]. These foreground blobs are over-
laid upon each other, by aligning them with respect to the
centroid. The resulting image captures the overall shape of
the object and is extremely robust to orientation changes.
The representative shape is smoothed by a Gaussian filter
to give a better overall representation. Figure 3 shows the
effectiveness of this technique in capturing the overall shape
of the object. Segmented foreground object of a cycle video
at different time instances are shown in Fig. 3a–d. Figure
3e depicts the final representative shape after overlaying the
foreground blobs. Once we get the representative shape for a
particular video shot, we calculate the HOG [8] feature from
it. The rational behind the selection of HOG is that features
like in [4,21], which works well under different challenging
scenarios, are invariant to rotation. We purposefully wanted
our system to be sensitive to rotation because two different
objects at a specific orientation may appear similar.

3.1.3 Texture descriptor

Texture features are also an important group of image
descriptors. We have computed Edge Histogram Descrip-
tor (EHD) and Edge Intensity Histogram (EIH) as textural
descriptors from a key frame. Since, some genres (e.g., car-
toons) will have homogeneous textured areas, this is a very
good discriminatory feature. We also detect the presence of
prominent straight lines using the Hough Transform (HT) [9]

and use it to classify between sports videos where the playing
field (football, swimming) shows distinct characteristics due
to the presence of lines on it. Moreover, natural scenes exhibit
heterogeneous texture features as compared to the cartoons,
which has a relatively homogeneous distribution of textures.
EHD, which is an 80-dimensional feature vector, has been
standardized as a texture descriptor in MPEG-7 standard [20]
and or similarity search and retrieval.

To generate EIH, at first we gradient intensities in the ver-
tical (GV ) and horizontal (G H ) directions. Then the intensity
(A) of the gradient at each points in the image was calculated

using A =
√

G2
V + G2

H . After that an eight element his-
togram (EIH) was calculated for the values in this edge inten-
sity image. The values were also normalized with respect to
the image size to make them invariant to the image size.

3.2 Motion feature descriptor

There are mainly two sources of motion or dynamics in a
video shot: foreground object motion and camera motion. In
this work we have considered video shots having very little or
no camera motion. There may be another source of dynam-
ics as the rate of scene change, which occurs mainly due
to video editing. Since we are working with pre-segmented
video shots, this category is not applicable to our case. To
capture the motion of the moving foreground object we seg-
ment the foreground object using the technique reported in
[2]. Then we track the centroid of the moving object to extract
the trajectory of the moving object. From the extracted trajec-
tory we compute the direction and rate of change of motion
of the moving foreground object.

But this information alone is not sufficient for classify-
ing the motion of the objects. There are instances where the
foreground object moves diagonally across the video frame.
For example, there is a possibility of a diagonal jog hav-
ing the same slope as that of a horizontal walk. The reason
being the fact that distance traveled in case of diagonal jog-
ging will be more, so the velocity

(
i.e. distance

time

)
will be similar

to that of horizontal walk. Therefore, the trajectory of the
object also has to be considered for classification. The dis-
placement of the centroid of the object in the vertical direc-
tion helps us in distinguishing these two scenarios. A similar
problem also occurs between a diagonal run and a horizontal
jog which can also be solved by the same technique. There-
fore, we have determined a set of thresholds, one for the
slope of the distance versus time plot and another threshold
that distinguishes diagonal motion from horizontal motion.
Figure 4 depicts the overall classification process based
on displacement and velocity. Since the centroid tracking
approach gave the best results, it was chosen to classify
human motion.
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Fig. 4 Heuristic classifier for categorizing motion of videos with
human objects

Fig. 5 Organization of classifiers at different levels of video categories.

4 Classification methodology

After feature extraction, the next step in video classification
task is the video content modeling. Many effective modeling
techniques have been proposed in the literature. The effec-
tiveness of the classification task depends on the classifier
chosen. In literature there are various classification algo-
rithms. In this work, we have chosen SVM to model the video
content since, it has been well known for better generalization
capabilities. The learning of model involves discrimination
of each class against all other classes. It has been found that
SVM performs well for binary classification. There exists
strategies to make it work for multi-class classification task
as well. In our video genre classification task, there can be
a set of features which helps us to distinguish between dif-
ferent genres. So, a straightforward approach is to create a
binary tree according to the feature characteristics between
different genres, where each node in this tree represents two
sets of distinguished classes.

We first determine a particular super-category of a video
shot and then use features specific to that particular genre to
further classify into sub-genres. Figure 5 depicts the hierar-
chical organization of classifiers used for our experiments.

We train all SVM [6] based classifiers using features spe-
cific to that particular genre. Details of the features used for
a particular class is discussed in Sect. 5. We have adopted a
twofold cross-validation method. All possible separations at
each node are tested using this cross-validation method, and
the one with the highest accuracy is chosen as the separation
at this node.

5 Experimental evaluation

In Sec. 5.1, we have discussed about the dataset used for our
experimental purposes. From Sects. 5.2 to 5.8, we present the
classification accuracy at each step of the classification task,
as shown in Fig. 5. In Sect. 5.9, we present a comparison of
our approach with two existing techniques, for each step of
the classification task.

5.1 Dataset creation

Our video dataset is diverse, both in terms of source as well as
content. We have created a collection of videos from publicly
available datasets [1,12,23] for different genres of videos
given in Fig. 1 to evaluate the proposed video genre classifi-
cation system. We have also recorded real-world video shots
consisting of different outdoor locations, using a still hand-
held Sony camcorder and downloaded videos from internet.
The collection of dataset is available in [28]. This empha-
sizes the diversity in terms of source. The ground truth for
the class of each video was hand labeled by the authors. As
previously discussed, the assignment was done based on the
dominant content present in the video. For simplicity, in all
the videos used for experimental purposes, there is only one
content. Thus, each video will have genre label(s) depending
upon its position in the hierarchy, e.g., a car video will be
labeled with real-world, vehicle and car. In our video data-
base we have scenes from the campus, moving car, different
human actions, sport actions, cartoons, etc. This provides
content diversity to our database. This work is motivated by
the way human being perceives the content in a video shot.
We first identify the genre of the video and then using our
previous experience on that particular category, we extract
further information to detect the sub-genre, e.g., at first, we
detect whether the video shot is a real-world video or car-
toon. If it is a real-world video then only we process it further
and detect whether it belongs to sports genre or not, and so
on.

5.2 Real world versus cartoon

At first, we classify the video shots into two broad categories,
namely real-world or cartoon. For classification purpose, we
have used both color and texture features which are Smax,
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Table 1 Classification Accuracy at different levels of hierarchy

(a) Classification accuracy for C RW
CT (b) Classification accuracy for C S P

N S

Samples/
class

Class Real-world Cartoons Accuracy
(%)

Samples/
class

Class Sports Non-sports Accuracy (%)

360 Real-world 327 33 91 99 Sports 92 7 95

280 Cartoon 42 238 85 144 Non-sports 4 140 97.2

(c) Classification accuracy for C H
V (d) Classification accuracy for CC

B

Samples/
class

Class Human Vehicle Accuracy
(%)

Samples/
class

Class Car Bike Accuracy (%)

66 Human 60 6 91 21 Car 17 4 81

36 Vehicle 3 33 92 21 Bike 1 20 95

(e) Classification accuracy for C SW
N SW (f) Classification accuracy for C H R

S

Samples/
class

Class Swimming Non-
swimming

Accuracy
(%)

Samples/
class

Class Horse
ridding

Soccer Accuracy (%)

45 Swimming 42 3 95 25 Horse ridding 22 3 96

47 Non-swimming 6 41 88 22 Soccer 2 20 91

IP , CLD, EIH, and EHD. We compute these features from
the training samples and create a single feature vector of 98
dimensions (1-Smax, 2-IP , 3 − 10 CLD, 11 − 18 EIH and
19 − 98 EHD). An SVM with quadratic kernel has been
trained with these features. We have used 150 and 110 train-
ing samples for real-world and cartoon videos, respectively.
Table 1a shows the accuracy of the real-world versus cartoon
classifier

(
CRW

CT

)
. It can be observed that, since the real-world

videos contain non-homogeneous texture patterns across the
frames as compared to the homogeneous patterns present
in the cartoons, use of the above mentioned features gives a
reasonable performance. Cartoon videos having non-uniform
texture pattern similar to natural scenes are wrongly classi-
fied as real-world videos.

5.3 Sports versus non-sports

Once video shots are identified as real-world video, in the
next level they are classified as sports or non-sports videos.
A SVM was trained based on the CLD, extracted from the
video. All the 150 real-world videos used for training in
the previous level were subdivided into two parts, consist-
ing of 60 sports videos and 90 non-sports videos selected
randomly. Table 1b shows the performance accuracy for the
sports versus non-sports classifier

(
C S P

N S

)
. It can be observed

that the color features, which are already computed are suf-
ficient to distinguish between these two genres of video. At
the time of testing there is no need to recompute the fea-
tures at this level, which results in a faster classification
process.

Table 2 Performance of motion classification

Samples/class Class Walk Run Jog Accuracy (%)

100 Walk 100 0 0 100

100 Run 8 90 2 90

100 Jog 0 5 95 95

5.4 Human versus vehicle

Shape is an important discriminatory feature to classify
between humans and vehicles. We have used HOG feature
for classification. As discussed in Sect. 3.1.2, we compute the
HOG feature from the representative shape. We have trained
the level 3 SVM classifier with this feature using the 90 non-
sports video shots using a quadratic kernel. The framework
was tested using a total of 102 videos. Table 1c shows the
performance accuracy for the human versus vehicle classifier
(C H

V ). At the time of testing, representative shape and HOG
features are computed from the real-world video shots only if
it belongs to the non-sports category. It can be observed from
the result that only the shape feature is sufficient to distin-
guish between these two categories. Moreover, our proposed
representative shape is also able to distinguish between two
video categories with high accuracy.

5.5 Run versus Jog versus Walk

The centroid tracking method was used to classify the kine-
matics of the human object as it exhibited the best perfor-
mance. We have computed the thresholds as discussed in
Sect. 3.2. It can be observed from Table 2 that our heuristics
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Table 3 Comparison of
classification accuracy of the
proposed technique with two
other contemporary techniques
of video classification
.

Class Classification accuracy

Proposed (%) Yuan et al. [31] (%) Hasan et al. [14] (%)

Real-world versus cartoon 86 82 80

Sports versus non-sports 96 91 89

Human versus vehicle 91 85 76

Human motion classification (run, walk, jog) 95 91 78

Vehicle sub-category(car vs. bike) 88 80 78

Swimming versus non-swiming 95 89 90

Horse-ridding versus soccer 91 85 86

based classifier is able to distinguish between these three
classes of actions with a very high accuracy. The classifier
gets confused between the two classes Run and Jog, which
is quite natural even from the human point of view, but was
able to distinguish them from the more obvious category of
walking. Moreover, at this level, we just need to compute the
distance traveled by the person and the average velocity from
the trajectory, which has already been extracted at the time of
foreground blob extraction, which saves the time for feature
recomputation.

5.6 Car versus bike

We have experimentally determined that shape features
work best for the classification of these two categories of
video shots. As discussed earlier HOG feature was extracted
from the representative shape and used in the classification
process. 50 videos were used for training the level 4 SVM
using quadratic kernel. 19 of these were car videos and the
remaining 31 were bike videos. Table 1d shows the perfor-
mance accuracy of the car versus bike classifier (CC

B ).

5.7 Swimming versus non-swimming

Classification between swimming and other sports categories
(horse-riding and soccer) has been done by training an SVM
using quadratic kernel. In sports video classification, video
frames contain the playing field where most of the action is
happening. This gives significant discriminating cue among
the two classes of sports categories. Swimming video shots
contain distinct appearance with a dominant color and pres-
ence of non-homogeneous texture due to the presence of
water ripples. Hue value (Havg) from bottom half of the key
frame and the number of prominent straight lines using HT
[9] is obtained. These two features are used to train the swim-
ming versus non-swimming classifier (CSW

NSW) SVM. Table 1e
shows the details of performance accuracy of CSW

NSW.

5.8 Horse-riding versus soccer

To classify between horse-riding and soccer video shots,
we have used the same set of features used for swimming
and non-swimming video shot classification. Football ground
contains more homogeneous pattern as compared to horse-
riding where a number of prominent edges are more due
to the presence of fences. All the remaining training video
shots were divided into two classes and the horse-riding ver-
sus soccer classifier

(
CHR

S

)
has been trained. Classification

accuracy of CHR
S , as given in Table 1f, shows high accu-

racy.

5.9 System performance

To experimentally verify the performance of our proposed
framework, we have compared our results (classification
accuracy) with a very recent work [14] on video shot clas-
sification for movie management and another work [31] on
automatic genre classification using hierarchical SVM. The
proposed technique in [14] uses a spatial (key frame based
approach) feature and computes a 48-dimensional feature
vector to classify different video shots. On the other hand
[31] uses both spatial and temporal features and uses hierar-
chical SVM binary-tree approach for video genre classifica-
tion. Table 3 shows the comparison of classification accuracy
of our proposed framework, for each step of the classifica-
tion task, with [14] and [31]. It can be observed that our
proposed method outperforms both the techniques proposed
in [14] and [31] in almost all the cases. It shows the impor-
tance and effectiveness of judiciously selecting features at
every level of the hierarchy and the hierarchical organization
of video shots to incorporate the semantic information for
improved performance. The improvement in classification
emphasizes the superiority of genre-specific feature mod-
eling as compared to using a single feature vector for all
genres.
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Fig. 6 Hierarchical ordering of features

6 Retrieval efficiency

Our proposed categorization framework also facilitates effi-
cient content-based video retrieval (CBVR). There are two
reasons behind this, (i) linear versus hierarchical search and
(ii) conditional feature computation. To create a rank-ordered
list of videos from a linearly organized database requires
comparison with all the videos in the database and is time
consuming. But our framework first determines the genre
of the query video shot and then compares with videos
with that particular genre. This reduces the the search space
and thereby the search time. Furthermore, we achieve better
retrieval efficiency by conditionally computing the feature
from a video shot. We compute feature specific to a genre if
at all that video has been found out to be so. Moreover, we
do not recompute the features already computed at a higher
level of the hierarchy and needs to be reused (see Fig. 6). Sup-
pose at a hierarchy level L1, we have computed feature set
F1 = { f 11, f 12} and the classifier determines a class level
G2. Again the classifier for genre G2 was trained using the
feature set F2 = { f 21, f 12}. Since, f 12 has already been
computed, in the next iteration, we will only compute the
feature f 21 and determine the genre level for the video shot.
Moreover, we need not compute other features ( f 31, f 32,
etc.) since the query video shot does not belong to that genre.
This helps us in achieving significant speedup in our retrieval
process.

7 Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented a framework for video classifi-
cation based on genre-specific modeling of visual features
using SVM models. Experimental results have shown that
the genre-specific modeling of spatial and temporal features
can provide useful information for video content understand-
ing and can be used as discriminatory criteria to achieve an
improved classification performance on a video database of
diverse categories. However, it is also to be stated that use of
visual features alone may not be sufficient for better classi-
fication accuracy. Studying the feasibility of genre-specific
modeling of multimodal features like audio, text along with
the visual features for content-based video genre classifica-
tion provides a good scope for future research. As a part of
our ongoing work, we are planning to work on videos with
camera movement so as to incorporate more video genres.
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